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Abstract - In today’s busy life everyone preferring to use
Smart Technology which makes their life-style quicker and
comfortable. In their daily routine they may forget about the
works which should be done in regular period of time, one
such problem is with booking of LPG cylinder which may
create a problem at the last moment. To overcome this
situation we propose this project “The smart LPG” which
uses a LPG weight detection System. The extra favorable
position of the framework is that it consistently screens the
level of the LPG exhibit in the barrel utilizing weight sensor
and naturally books the chamber utilizing a GSM module.
In this framework data is sent to the client by Short Message
Service (SMS).
I. INTRODUCTION
In today’s busy life everyone prefers to use Smart
Technology which makes their life-style quicker and
comfortable. In their daily routine they may forget about the
works which should be done in regular period of time, one
such problem is with booking of LPG cylinder which may
create a problem at the last moment.
To conquer this circumstance we propose this venture "The
savvy LPG" which utilizes a LPG weight recognition
System has application in Home, Hotels, eateries, and in
addition in Industries. This undertaking is utilized to screen
the heaviness of LPG gas barrel.
II. WEB OF THINGS
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the system of physical
articles like gadgets, vehicles, structures and different things
which are installed with hardware, programming, sensors,
and system availability, which empowers these items to
gather and trade information. The Internet of Things enables
articles to be detected and controlled remotely crosswise
over existing system foundation. Making open doors for
more straightforward combination of the physical world into
PC - based frameworks, and bringing about enhanced
effectiveness, precision and monetary advantage when IoT
is enlarged with sensors and actuators, the innovation turns
into an occasion of the more broad class of digital physical
frameworks, which additionally includes advancements, for
example, savvy matrices, brilliant homes, wise
transportation and shrewd urban areas.
Everything is extraordinarily identifiable through its
installed processing framework yet can interoperate inside
the current web foundation. Innovations which can be
utilized The Internet of Things was at first motivated by
individuals from the RFID people group, who alluded to the
likelihood of finding data about a labelled protest by
perusing a web address or database passage that compares to

a specific RFID or Near Field Communication
advancements.
IoT, which is incorporated with Sensor Technology and
Radio Frequency Technology, is the universal system in
light of the inescapable equipment assets of Internet, is the
Internet substance questions together. It is additionally
another influx of IT industry since the use of processing
fields, correspondence organizes and worldwide wandering
innovation had been connected.
It includes notwithstanding advanced innovations of PC and
correspondence organize outside, as yet including numerous
new supporting advances of Internet of Things, for example,
gathering Information Technology, Remote Communication
Technology. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) is a framework that
transmits the personality of _an protest or individual
remotely utilizing radio waves as a serial number. RFID
innovation assumes a critical part in IoT for explaining
recognizable proof issues of articles around us in a
financially savvy way.
The innovation is arranged into three classifications in view
of the technique for control supply arrangement in Tags:
Active RFID, Passive RFID and Semi Passive RFID. It is
more dependable, effective, secured, economical and exact.
Web Protocol (IP) Internet Protocol (IP) is the essential
system convention utilized on the Internet, created in 1970s.
IP is the essential interchanges convention in the Internet
convention suite for transferring datagrams crosswise over
system limits. The two renditions of Internet Protocol (IP)
are IPv4 and IPv6. Every rendition characterizes an IP
address in an unexpected way. In view of its commonness,
the non specific term IP deliver regularly still alludes to the
addresses characterized by IPv4.
There are five classes of accessible IP runs in IPv4: Class A,
Class B, Class C, Class D and Class E, while just A, B, and
C are normally utilized. This backings around for 2128
locations. 3. Scanner tag Barcode is only an alternate
method for encoding numbers and letters by utilizing mix of
bars and spaces of differing width.
In jail serves its unique expectation to be enlightening
however isn't basic. Standardized identifications are optical
machine-coherent names joined to things that record data
identified with the thing. As of late, the QR Code
framework has turned out to be mainstream outside the car
business because of its quick lucidness and more prominent
stockpiling limit contrasted with standard.
There are 3 sorts of standardized tags of Alpha Numeric,
Numeric and 2 Dimensional. Standardized tags are intended
to be machine intelligible. Generally they are perused by
laser scanners. Remote Fidelity (Wi-Fi) Wireless Fidelity
(Wi-Fi) is a systems administration innovation that enables
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PCs and different gadgets to convey over a remote flag. The
primary remote items were expedited the market under the
name Wave LAN with velocities of 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps.
Today, there are about unavoidable 5.
Bluetooth remote innovation is an economical, short-go
radio innovation that disposes of the requirement for
restrictive cabling between gadgets, for example, note pad
PCs, handheld PCs, PDAs, cameras, and printers and
successful scope of 10 - 100 meters. What's more, by and
large convey at under 1 Mbps and Bluetooth utilizes
determination of IEEE 802.15.1 standard.
An arrangement of Bluetooth gadgets sharing a typical
channel for correspondence is called piconet. This piconet is
fit for 2 - 8 gadgets at any given moment for information
sharing, and that information might be content, picture,
video and sound.
Raspberry Pi Raspberry Pi is a low-cost, basic computer that
was originally intended to help spur interest in computing
among school-aged children.
The Raspberry Pi is contained on a single circuit board and
features ports for: HDMI. USB 2.0.

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi
III. IMPLEMENTATION
METHODOLOGY STEPS:
First we have to connect Raspberry Pi with HX711
Amplifier.
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Then we have to connect Raspberry Pi with GSM Module.

Figure 3: Raspberry Pi and GSM Module Connection
RPI - GSM TX - RX RX - TX GND – GND
Login credentials to run Python code.

Figure 4: Login Screen
Connecting to directory.

Figure 5
Running Python code.

Figure. 6
To view source code.

Figure 2: Raspberry Pi and HX711 Connection

Figure. 7
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Whenever the weight of the cylinder reaches 10%, a
message will be sent to a specified mobile number.

Figure 8: Output Message
IV. RESULT
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time, one such problem is with booking of LPG cylinder
which may create a problem at the last moment.
To beat this circumstance we propose this task "The shrewd
LPG" which utilizes a LPG weight discovery System has
application in Home, Hotels, eateries, and in addition in
Industries. This task is utilized to screen the heaviness of
LPG gas barrel. _ The code has been processed effectively
.It is easy to use, and has required alternatives, which can be
used by the client to play out the coveted tasks.
The objectives that are accomplished by the code: Less
number of human association. Financially savvy. Simple
development of the sensor. Versatile and adaptable for
promote improvement. Future Enhancement This venture
can be utilized as a part of schools, universities, Industries,
Hospitals and at our home. By making a website page and
offering association with information base we can give
access to client through User ID and Password.
As we are utilizing Raspberry pi we can execute different
highlights like spillage discovery framework effectively.
Voice criticism framework can be incorporated into GSM
based LPG weight and LPG spillage location framework.
Client will get suggestion through prerecorded voice
messages like the heaviness of gas Cylinder is XYZ kg.
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Figure 9: SMART LPG PROTOTYPE
Whenever a load on the load cell reaches 10%, Raspberry pi
using GSM module will send an alert message to the
specified mobile number.
V. CONCLUSION
Project Summary In today’s busy life everyone preferring to
use Smart Technology which makes their life-style quicker
and comfortable. In their daily routine they may forget
about the works which should be done in regular period of
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